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Three close games in junior men?s action

	With just two weeks to go in the round-robins, the top teams in the Sunday Night Junior Men's Hockey League keep jockeying for

position.

The Mr. Handyman Moose, Inside Out Family Chiropractic Predators, St. Louis Bar and Grill Red Wings and the We Are Creative

Warriors are comfortably ahead of the rest of the pack. If things remain as they currently are, these four teams will advance to the

semifinals. The Ainsley Fire Protection Fire still have a slight, but realistic chance of frustrating one of the top four.

March 6

Penguins 2, Fire 2

In a nail biter to start the evening, neither the Fire nor George's Arena Sports Penguins could best the other and gain an advantage,

with both teams splitting all the points (in Round-Robin, one point is awarded for winning a period, two points for winning the game

and if a period is tied, each team gets half a point).

Net nabbers for the Penguins were Matt Dowdle and Alex Schittenhelm, with Dowdle getting an assist as well. Fire's flamer was

Sandro Mignosa with both, getting help from Shane Ainsley, Matthew Geiser and Mike Horsley.

Moose 2, Warriors 1

In another close match that saw all the goals in the second frame, the Moose were able to dig deep and take four points from the

Warriors.

Moose markers were from Marc de Abaitua and Brad Sztorc, with Cam Coulter getting the lone assist. Warriors' weapon was

Giancarlo Tarsitano from Jody Spagnol.

Predators 2, Wings 0

Scott Irvine stood tall and turned away all for the Predators, allowing them to get four of the five points over the Wings.

Predators prowlers were Tim Vokey and Ryan Smith, with Vokey getting the only assist.

Blades 11, Wild 2

In a disappointing match, the Pommies Cider Co. Wild took it on the chin (with no goalie) from the Ken's Lawn Mower Repairs

Blades.

Point getters for the Blades were Darren Levy, Darren Jones, David Payne, Kevin Wigner, Mark Bauldry and Shawn Simpson. Wild

wanderers were Jay Beech with a pair, while Dale Deleonardis and Eric Webster were there for the helpers.
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